Fairground Entertainment at

Houghton Feast
MEMORIES FROM JOHN HARVEY (1949)
HOUGHTON FEAST TOOK PLACE annually and we would go every night, whether we
had any money or not. The fair entrance was just off the bottom of Sunderland Street
on a large open piece of ground called The Lake.

LAKE ENTRANCE, 1950s
This had lots of attractions, rides and stalls, Waltzers, the Dive Bomber, the Show Boat,
the Octopus, stalls with rifles, slot machines, darts, hoops to throw, and many more,
plus bright lights and loud music - all very exciting!
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The shows were all driven by large diesel engines, but some of the older rides still had
steam engines driving them with large noisy pulleys and belts. We would go under the
Wall of Death (motorcycle stunt show) looking for coins, as when the rider finished,
money would be thrown in and some of this, with any luck, would fall through the gaps
in the timber floor.
THE “SHOW BOAT” AT THE LAKE, 1963

I remember one stall where you paid 6d to throw three ping pong balls into inclined
galvanised steel buckets (the kind we called “pails” and used at home). Well the balls
just bounced back out! If you got three balls to stay in you won a gold fish, another
three in and you won a tortoise. I found that if you spat on your hands, wetted the balls
(behind your back) they would stay in the bucket. I got three in and won a goldfish, then
another three and won a tortoise!
I asked for another 6d go and was told to “bugger off”!
As well as the fairground rides, there were artistes performing various feats that you were
free to watch, which was fine for us kids. These were great to see! One man would
swallow a length of chain, some 22 feet long, and then invite you to punch him in the
stomach before he pulled it back out; another would tilt his head and swallow a 2 foot
long sword! There were also fire-eaters, who took maybe petrol in their mouth, blew it
out while setting it alight. Another put a length of cable across the street and climbed
up and walked over it.
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THE LAKE FAIRGROUND, 1949

THE LAKE FAIRGROUND, 1949
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But the best I saw was a man who had a pole about 25 feet high with a ladder up it to a
small platform at the top while below was a small pool, like a child’s paddling pool,
about 6 feet round and 10 inches deep. He would climb up the pole and jump into the
pool, doing a belly flop, landing flat in the pool, but without any injuries. Anyone
nearby got soaked! All these were free to watch, but they came around with a hat for a
collection afterwards.
There was a boxing booth where if you could stay three rounds with the boxer you
received £10; not many did! Two older men who I knew were twins went in for a fight.
After the first round, they managed to change places, and then did the same for the
third round. They got through but were not paid as one of the showmen had noticed.
The fight with the showman afterwards was better than the match!
My parents told me that they used to have a pole about 10 feet tall, covered in grease,
with something at the top and if you could climb the pole then you got a prize. Another
one I was told about was two men with a barrel; one man stood in the barrel, and the
other sold you three sticks. You stood about 15 feet from the barrel and the man in the
barrel would duck down, wait a small while then pop his head up. You had to try to
guess when he would stick his head up - and try to hit it with a stick! You had to throw
the stick before he appeared as he was very quick. They would shout, “Knock his
bloody head off!” I think he must have had a small hole in the barrel to see when you
threw.
No health and safety then but plenty of entertainment and fun at Houghton Feast!
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THE LAKE FAIRGROUND, DATE UNKNOWN
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